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Abstract
This article presents the process of the development of a 2D digital mobile game; Awang Sains. The game has been developed based on features that have been identified, and will be tested for its heuristics – usability, mobility, playability, learning content, local content, language and aesthetics. Fifteen experts were selected to play and then test and evaluate the game. The objective of this game is to use it in teaching and learning Science year 4. The study used design and develop research (DDR) embedded with the ADDIE model (analysis, design, develop, implement, and evaluate), based on pedagogy and the instructional need to make the software meaningful with the ability to help pupils master Science subjects.
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INTRODUCTION

Game based learning is described as a game involving specific mechanisms that are appropriate to the situations and problems of learning and that, in addition to featuring teaching, must focus on learning goals (Kovačević, Minović, Milovanović, De Pablos, & Starčević, 2013; Lester et al., 2014). Digital game based learning is widely used in order to enhance the learning process and has gained a place in Malaysia (Zaibon & Shiratuddin, 2009). Digital games that incorporate the concept of education and entertainment are also seen as a new innovation that may bring pleasure to pupils during the learning process (Hussain, Tan, & Idris, 2014). The benefits of using digital games in the classroom have proven their effectiveness, particularly in terms of the positive impact on the teaching and learning process (Klopf, Osterweil, Groff, & Haas, 2009; McClarty et al., 2012; Mohamad & Woollard, 2010; Prensky, 2003).

Nowadays, most digital games are played on the mobile phone platform because the use of these mobile devices provides a new learning atmosphere. Pupils can learn wherever they are (Kim, Rueckert, Kim, & Seo, 2013). Mobile phones have become a popular tool in daily life, and are used for a variety of purposes, such as communication, medicine, learning, and even business (Hussain, Abbas, Abdulwaheed, Mohammed, & Abdulhussein, 2015).
The development of the game was adapted from ADDIE, which was first introduced by Florida State University in 1970. ADDIE stands for analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation (Molenda, 2003), and is one of the development models that has been widely used to develop multimedia applications, especially Game-Based Learning (Brook, Burton, Lockee, & Potter, 2014).

**DEVELOPMENT OF AWANG SAINS 2D GAME**

The development of this game software should conform to the developmental characteristics of a teaching aid that has a link between excitement and learning. As stated by Kassim, Nicholas, and Ng (2014), multimedia-based learning must be designed and developed according to the learning needs. Digital video games that meet the fun and learning features must have mechanical elements, such as visuals, narratives, incentives, appropriate music, and clear academic content and skills (Plass, Homer, & Kinzer, 2015). Children prefer to play rather than learn seriously. Games are more synonymous with entertainment and fun than learning (Whitton, 2012). Therefore, the use of digital video games as an effective learning tool can only be performed when games are well developed based on the characteristics outlined in education.

**Analysis**

The analysis phase is the first site for subsequent phases in teaching design. Brook (2014) stated that this phase involves several processes to determine and identify the problem of the study to be resolved. Once a problem can be identified then the analysis process will be carried out to see and identify the cause or the problem factor. In this phase, an analysis is performed to see what the user will learn (Branch, 2009). Among the activities in this phase are the need to clarify what problems need to be solved, identify the causes of the problems, and find solutions to the problems. The analysis phase involves several aspects such as analysis of users, analysis of the learning environment, and identify the goals of teaching.

Hence, this paper discusses the development of digital mobile games and Science is the subject in which the game will be implemented since Science is a core subject and is compulsory for all primary and secondary school pupils in Malaysia. Hafizan, Halim, and Meerah, (2012) explained that the process of understanding the phenomenon of nature and the process of developing problem-solving skills, expressing interest in scientific attitudes, and innovative thinking are derived from the teaching and learning of Science. If the method and approach of the teacher are not interesting then the pupils will not be interested in the Science subjects, thereby making the pupils weak in this subject (Ismail & Khairuzaman, 2010). In addition, teacher’s role elements, and appropriate use and planning of teaching aids should be considered to attract pupils to learning. A creative form of teaching and presentation style that attracts pupils should be carefully planned so that pupils' learning becomes more meaningful in a shorter time (Yusof, 1997). Tek and Manikam (2014) outlined the development of more organized and structured Science process skills, starting with the introduction of the basic gradual gradation to a more complex level that should be used as a guide by Science teachers.
To make this digital video game meaningful to pupils, the study will look at the key features of video game development so that it is in line with the needs and fulfils the requirements of software development elements as well as the National Education Philosophy (FPN) of Malaysia. The main requirement to be considered is the curriculum requirements outlined by the Education Ministry. Accordingly, the main reference for this digital game is the 4th year Science textbooks, and the standard curriculum and assessment documents DSKP (Kementerian Pendidikan Malaysia, 2013). All the learning notes and questions are referred to these two main documents.

**Design**

This phase is very important in strategy planning for developing teaching techniques and outlines to achieve teaching goals (Smith & Ragan, 2005). Other features that researchers and developers need to consider are that, in learning how to use digital games, one must be able to turn on player characters, have goals, and a contextual focus that sets them apart from normal games (Ibrahim & Jaafar, 2009). This will make pupils to focus on learning and so that players do not become disenchanted and run away from the original purpose of the game, i.e., to learn. The learning environment must be controlled and not let the pupil drift away into playing solitary games (Klopster, Osterweil, & Salen, 2009) and must be focused on or specific to the learning content (Maizatul, 2018; Cheng, Lou, Kuo, & Shih, 2013).

Most studies focus on the goals for excitement, motivation, and pupil engagement alone and ignore the design, player character, player age, game type or gameplay characteristics that lead to the curriculum. All these elements need to be considered when designing and developing digital video games because the best effect of digital video games is achieved through the combination of the game features and the teaching features (Hainey, Connolly, Boyle, Wilson, & Razak, 2016).

**Character**

In designing the game, the most important is the character that attracts pupils to the game. Hence, we created the character and named him ‘Awang’. This character is designed with Malay looks and is wearing “baju Melayu and songkok”.
Digital video games are usually developed based on certain criteria. The criteria that usually exist in a digital video game are the game, culture, rules and goals. The game refers to the player involvement in terms of interaction and barriers, while the rules are included at the game level. The level of the game is usually from easy to difficult in the player’s quest to win. The culture is closely related to the emotions and beliefs of players about the digital video game (Tang, Hanneghan, & Rhalibi, 2009). The last is the goal or game goal to achieve the target set in achieving the mission and victory (Prensky, 2003).

The game level makes the game more challenging. Hamari et al. (2016) found that in-game challenges have a positive impact on live learning through direct pupil engagement and digital video games development.

In this game we have created three game levels with different challenges and three question levels, so that pupils can have different challenges to obtain the notes and answer the questions correctly. The barriers and challenges enable the pupils' cognitive responses to remember the facts learned in order to score in the game (Yuzie et al., 2015).
**Development**

This level involves the development of a real game by inserting all the elements of media and technology that have been chosen based on the study. Development is a process for developing software or digital games, such as storyboarding, graphics design, and programming (Nisa, 2004). When this phase is developed, the necessary teaching and media steps will be used in teaching and will also look at the documents (Umar, Abdul Rahman, Mokhtar, & Alias, 2011).

The development of this game software should conform to the developmental characteristics of a teaching aid that links excitement and learning. As stated by Kassim, Nicholas, and Ng (2014), multimedia-based learning must be designed and developed according to the learning needs. Digital video games that meet the fun and learning features must have mechanical elements, such as visuals, narratives, incentives, appropriate music, and clear academic content and skills (Plass et al., 2015). This game has been developed using a video game engine that is available on the market. Such game engines include game maker, Unity 2D, Click2fusion, and touch develop. In this instance, the researcher chose the Unity 2D game engine and certain software, i.e., Adobe Photoshop CC 2018, Microsoft Paint, Autodesk SketchBook, and GNU Image Manipulation Program.

**Storyboard Development**

The storyboard was used as a sketch and guide in developing the Science 2D digital mobile game. Four storyboards were developed, i.e., main menu, games menu, question menu, and guidance menu. The storyboard shows what the user interface looks like.

![Figure 3: Storyboard for Game Menu.](image-url)
Implementation

The fourth phase process, implementation, comes after development, and is to make sure that the game is free from any error and can run smoothly. Pupils using games in the implementation phase will provide feedback to identify if there is a mistake or error during the process in the development phase (Tan, 2005).

Users can repeat the game process if stranded by the game score cut off. This will ensure that the pupils will always be careful and choose the right answers to each challenge. It requires the pupil to reconstruct each time they start the game (Jeuring, Rooij, & Pronost, 2013). The repetition process will reinforce the pupil's learning, and will help teach the necessary skills and knowledge with the full willingness of the pupil (Zakirah & Fadhilah, 2004).

Evaluation

This is the final phase in the development process. Formative assessment is conducted on a comprehensive basis at all levels to ensure the usability and effectiveness (Hussain et al., 2015). Although Korhonen and Koivisto (2007) combined the elements of how to play, mobility, and playability in designing digital video games, how to play is a key factor in testing the usability and mobility.

The concept of the interaction between humans and computers has become a concern in providing a good experience in using technology. Recently, Murray (2016) contended that gaming user experience
has made users focus on the concept of human and computer interaction (Human computer interaction HCI). According to Hassenzahl & Tractinsky (2006), this will take the usability study to a new paradigm. The usability aspect of the game includes gameplay control and game interface, which is central for the gamer to interact with the game. Good usability will make things fun (Salleh et al., 2015). As Korhonen and Koivisto (2007) added, a good game is a game that has an interface that displays all the necessary information and is also easy to control.

In his study, Zaibon (2015) stated that four test components are needed to test the usability of the software: i) usability tests, ii) mobility tests, iii) playability tests, and iv) learning content. However, according to Ariffin and Dyson (2012), most software has no local elements. Therefore, this digital game software will also focus on the content of local elements based on culturally appropriate design guidelines (Ariffin, 2018), which contains suitable local content, aesthetic value, language and local philosophy.

CONCLUSION

Studies show that well-designed digital games for learning purposes have a positive impact on pupils. They can also introduce a positive change in the learning process (Prensky, 2001). Overmars (2007) stated that games with perfect rules, plus elements of thought and fun will show a good impact on learning. So, based on the research before it shows that learning can be more fun by playing games. Thus, the Science digital game is designed and developed to meet the learning requirements and heuristics will be tested – usability, mobility, playability, and learning content, and the local elements, such as language, local content, and aesthetics – to ensure that the game is ready to play and learn.
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